Introduction

Whiplash Associated Disorders (WAD) have caused frustrating problems since decades for people injured in various types of accidents. Certain circumstances and misunderstandings explain this anomaly. They often become obvious (some as paradoxes) when it comes to estimation of crash severity, biomechanics, injury tolerance, diagnostic procedures, pain physiology, follow-up procedures and injury compensation. This presentation aims to describe some of them, especially with regard to the question of causality, i.e. if it is right to claim that an individual’s posttraumatic problems are caused by a traumatic event or not.

There are well-defined criteria, which should be used to assess whether there is a causal link between a harmful event and a consequent disorder. They were presented by Sir Austin Bradford Hill, already in 1965 [1]. There have been several discussions on their validity since then [2]. Freeman et al. made a thorough review of the literature regarding these items in 2008 and 2009 [3,4]. The second paper gave specific reference to symptomatic spinal disk injury following motor vehicle trauma.

The first and second main criteria are related and dividable. The first criterion can be subdivided in three parts, and the second one in two.

1. There must be a plausible or possible relationship between exposure and effect (outcome). The central issue is whether a biomechanical violence may cause some biological damage. To determine this, one must assess the following elements:
   a) the possibility for an injury to occur,
   b) the sensitivity of diagnostic methods,
   c) the possibility for the injury to cause the actual symptoms.

2. There must be a temporal relationship between exposure and outcome. To determine this, one must make judgements that refer to:
   a) the time interval between the accident and the symptom appearance,
   b) Variation of symptoms with time.

3. There must not be a more likely other explanations for the symptoms.

There is enough evidence to fully accept causality between the accident and the residual symptoms if all these three main criteria are fulfilled. However, the knowledge of many is still insufficient to understand how this should be done.

The possibility for an injury to occur

Several studies have tried to define the lower limit of crash severity, below which injury cannot occur. Most of them have included healthy volunteers in experimental tests, simulating a car occupant sitting face forward in a rear-end impact. The crash severity was usually expressed as the change of velocity ($\Delta v$). The $\Delta v$ limit for injury has been stated to be about 10 – 15 km/h [5]. There are several reasons why such experiments cannot be used to establish injury thresholds. The first is logical: it is not possible to define thresholds for zero risk. Another reason is that people injured in real car crashes usually are more vulnerable than those taking part in various experimental tests. Car occupants’ sitting postures are seldom perfect, so they are often exposed to asymmetric loads. Furthermore, factors like degenerative changes increase the vulnerability according to several studies [6-10].

It is difficult to make long-term follow-up of degenerative processes in controlled studies. That degeneration can be accelerated after a whiplash trauma has been shown in a study by Watkinson et al. [11] and by Hamer et al. [12]. In addition, it has been shown that approximately one third of patients with chronic neck pain have a previous neck trauma in their history [13,14].

Few studies have been made on whiplash trauma in real accidents. One of them, a Swedish study from Folksam...
in selected cases. The risk is usually judged from the visible material damage of the vehicle. In fact, there is a reverse relation between these entities for some crashes; the greater the damage, the smaller the risk. This paradox follows from the laws of mechanics. A car, which is hit by another car, changes velocity. The change of velocity is related to the transferred energy. The energy that is not absorbed by the car might hurt an occupant. The total crash energy is divided in two parts (at least): kinetic energy, accelerating the car, and mechanical energy, deforming the car. Let us imagine two scenarios: the first one where the impact hits the car’s stiff structures, like the bumper or the tow bar; and the second one where the impact hits more ductile structures, like the sheet. The injury risk is greater in the first scenario, all other factors being equal. This rule is valid for all types of impacts, but especially for rear-end impacts, as the seat back acts like a catapult in those cases, which increases the forward acceleration of its occupant.

The sensitivity of diagnostic methods

Neck injuries are usually investigated radiologically, i.e. with plain radiographs or computed tomography (CT). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used for some cases. All have some limitations. A combination of all three methods increases the sensitivity and the specificity, but this is used only in selected cases.

Ordinary radiography has been the first choice since a long time when looking for fractures or subluxations/dislocations. It also gives quite a good overview. However, cervical fractures are not detected in plain radiographs in about half of the cases, according to a literature review by Holmes & Akkinepalli [16].

Further, injuries to intervertebral disks, facet joints and ligaments are not visible on plain radiographs. The great difficulty to diagnose injuries to the cervical spine was demonstrated in a study on cervical specimens after road traffic fatalities [17]. Only 4 of 245 injuries (1.6%), visible on surface cryoplaing microtomy, were identified on plain radiographs. The difficulty to diagnose injuries to the cervical zygapophysial joints and the intervertebral discs was verified in a literature review by Urenholt et al., [18]. Two of the studies made it possible to estimate the likelihood to detect cervical spine injuries using plain radiography. None of the lesions found at autopsy were identified at postmortem radiography in 16 patients examined by Taylor and Twomey [19]. Postmortem radiologic examination failed to detect 199 (64%) of 309 lesions visible in the sectioned specimens of 58 patients, and a total of 93.5% of the minor lesions (mainly rim lesions and facet hemarthrosis) were missed according to Taylor & Taylor [20].

The possibility for the injury to cause the actual symptoms

The appearance, development, and duration of injury symptoms vary. Most injuries heal completely without sequelae, some do not. Injuries to vulnerable structures, like joints, may cause prolonged or lifelong symptoms. Injury symptoms most often decline gradually. The vast majority of injured subjects will experience a maximum of problems during a limited time period. In most cases, the symptoms decrease after a while, and finally they vanish or remain at a constant level. This pattern has been called the “Traumatic Principle” in Sweden. A recovery that deviates from this pattern has often been taken as a proof for an underlying medical condition that was not manifested before the accident, and that this condition has caused the deterioration, and not an injury.

There are several exceptions from the “Traumatic principle”. Increasing problems, due to cartilage degeneration, caused by a knee ligament injury years before, is best known. It was presented as a typical exception by the Scientific Committee of the National Board of Health and Welfare in Sweden in 2006 [21]. The Committee also noted that the amount of energy that is required to damage a knee ligament is significant. However, the Committee did not make any remarks on the amount of energy, which is necessary to cause a spinal ligament injury.

In fact, also the development of WAD can deviate from the “Traumatic Principle”. One study from Sweden, showing this, was published in 1994 [22]. Of 50 consecutive WAD patients, most had only minor symptoms at the first examination a week after the accident. Twenty-four patients had unchanged or increasing symptoms six to eight weeks after the initial examination. Thirteen of these 24 patients developed radiating arm symptoms during this time. Of the 24 patients, with unchanged or increasing symptoms six to eight weeks after the initial examination, four had similar problems, and five had greater problems five years after the accident compared with the problems after one year. The deterioration was due to disk injuries in several cases. Ten patients underwent surgery, and disk ruptures were detected in a third of these. Scar tissue was also noted after soft tissue injuries in the dorsal part of the cervical spine in several cases, although this was not observed on MR images. This study is important, because it proves that the deterioration in many patients was due to structural injuries of tissues, which cannot heal without sequelae.

A follow-up study from England, including 50 patients, showed that nine of 15 patients, who improved between three months and one year after the accident, deteriorated to their previous status, or worse, between one and two years [23]. A later study demonstrated a 28% deterioration rate between 10 and 15 years after the accident [24].

In a prospective one-year follow-up study in Sweden, which included less severely injured car occupants, 15 of 125
cases (12 %) deteriorated during the first year [9]. Thus, there is clear evidence that WAD can deteriorate after an initial improvement.

There is another circumstance, which can explain deviations from the “Traumatic principle”. It is related to the properties of the nervous system. Pain signals are relayed from receptors in injured tissue. They are transmitted by pain fibers to the spinal cord, like the fibers that convey tactile (sensory) information and proprioception (relative position of body parts). Pain signals are processed and integrated in the spinal cord before they are linked to higher centers of the central nervous system (CNS) and the cerebral cortex, where they are perceived to enable protection. The injurious event can also cause stress, anxiety and fear, which are processed in the more primitive parts of the CNS.

Many WAD patients have generalized hypersensitivity to pressure and reduced thresholds for heat. This can be explained by interference of the nerve signal transmission [25-29]. Widespread reduction of the thresholds for electrical stimulation and pressure of the finger at specific body part after whiplash trauma indicate changes in the central nervous system’s regulation of pain signals [30-33]. Increased sensitivity to pain (hyperalgesia) and greater spread of referred pain have been reported for WAD patients as compared to others [34]. These studies, documenting both the increased incidence of local and referred pain, provide clinical support to the emergence of a new kind of transmission of sensory signals and altered pain pathways in the CNS after whiplash trauma. Pain signals can thus be enhanced by changes in upward and downward path system in the CNS – so called central disturbed pain modulation.

Pain is therefore not only the result of the pain system being “turned on” by a peripheral injury or pathologic process. Instead, pain reflects the excitability of nociceptive circuits. The excitability increases by changes in connections between nerve cells, which are triggered and preserved by the inflow of pain signals, leading to a change of the pain system’s sensitivity. Normally, non–painful signals can activate the pain system in several ways, so that pain responses increase in amplitude, extend over time, and spread to areas without demonstrable pathology. Such changes characterize central sensitisation, and extensive experimental data and clinical studies over the last twenty years have shown that central sensitisation is a vital part of hypersensitivity to pain in many patients.

Although considerable progress has been made to sort out cellular and molecular mechanisms of central sensitisation, there is still much to learn, in particular about genetic and environmental factors. In addition, what triggers and maintains this phenomenon, and what are the specific factors that cause chronicity in some individuals? Some mechanisms are not sufficiently clarified, why diagnosis and treatment options are limited. These uncertainties are almost always referred to as a proof that central sensitization cannot explain deterioration in WAD patients, and the explanation model has been described as hypothetical by medical advisors of insurance companies. However, the phenomenon is well described in the literature since the 1990–ies, characterized by well-defined criteria, and thus cannot be dismissed at a determination of causality.

**The time interval between the accident and the symptom appearance**

Injury symptoms usually start within seconds. Sometimes, they are not noticed from the beginning, especially if other and more obvious or life–threatening injuries have occurred, like head or brain injuries with unconsciousness. There is no time limit, established by scientific methods, for the maximum delay until injury symptoms will appear. The rule of 72 hours has been claimed many times. Although the injury symptoms will start within this time in most cases, this limit is not absolute for all symptoms, because symptoms due to certain injuries will not emerge during the acute phase. A stretch of the brachial plexus may cause disturbances of the nerve signal transmission, with paresthesia and numbness in the arm and the fingers during the acute phase. If there is also a bleeding along the nerve sleeves, other or more pronounced nerve symptoms may occur later (weeks or months) due to secondary scar tissue (fibrosis).

The perceived pain from an injury depends on several factors. The psychological reactions to the accident are important. Individuals who experience great stress after an accident do not perceive pain like others. Many WAD patients refrain from ambulance transport, because the neck do not hurt so much. However, most of them visit the emergency department some days later with increased pain. Others do not search medical care until weeks or months later, because they have been told that WAD will decline within weeks or months, and that no treatment exists that speeds up recovery. Most people go to work, also with some pain. But WAD problems might increase after weeks or months, especially if they cause cognitive problems and sleeping disorders.

**Variation of symptoms with time**

The “Traumatic Principle” also implies that injury problems cannot vary with time. The previous example (1c, knee injury) disproves that. In fact, some patients with WAD or knee injuries experience great variation of symptom intensity. This is because pain depends on several factors, i.e. loading conditions of the injured body part. They usually are less pronounced during periods of small loads and greater other times.

There are also other factors, which influence pain development. Changes of the central nervous system (as described above) may explain varying and increasing pain by time. Pain is a subjective perception, and the magnitude of one person’s pain cannot easily be compared to that of another. Pain intensity might be used to compare pain from time to time for a specific person, if all other factors are equal. This is seldom the case, as pain intensity also depends on mental factors. There is quite a strong relation between the duration and the intensity of post–traumatic pain, on one hand, and stress, anxiety, and depression, on the other [35,36]. This does not mean that there is a causal relationship between mental factors.
and the disposition to develop post traumatic pain. While such factors might amplify pain perception, they do not cause them. More important is that these connections make it possible to identify individuals, who are likely to develop chronic pain and need help. However, this is almost never done. Even worse is that people may interpret the relationship as if the problems are caused by the victim’s mental disposition.

There must not be a more likely explanations for the symptoms

Neck pain and discomfort can arise for several reasons. Some are uncommon, like tumors or infections. Processes related to aging of the spine are more common. Spinal pain can arise from degenerative processes of intervertebral disks and facet joints. Neck pain is a common health problem, and a great majority of the population sometimes experience neck pain. The one-year prevalence of neck pain in the world population ranged from 16.7 % to 75.1 %, with a mean of 37.2 %, according to a systematic review by Fejer et al. [37]. Specification of pain scores was made only in one of the 56 included studies (“substantial back, neck or shoulder problem ... in the previous year, restricting normal activities for more than a week”) [38]. The age-standardized 6-month prevalence for significantly disabling neck pain was 4.6 % according to a population-based cohort study in Sascatchewan adults in 1995–1996 according to Côté et al. [39].

However, prevalence data are not enough to decide if a person’s neck pain is caused by an accident or has another origin. To do this, one must consider how often neck pain emerges spontaneously within a time period, and how often pain develops and remains after an injury. This means, one has to study the incidence of neck pain of different grades. Very few have done that.

The incidence of non-trauma-related neck pain was reported by Côté et al. [40]. The following symptom grades were used:

- 0 No pain.
- I Pain of low intensity and few activity limitations.
- II Pain of high intensity, but few activity limitations.
- III Pain associated with high levels of disability and moderate limitations of activity.
- IV Pain with high levels of disability and several activity limitations.

The number of cases with severe pain (grade III or IV) was too small, why these categories were added to one category: “disabling pain”. Table 1 shows the one-year incidence of neck pain of specified grades for men and women in individuals who had not experienced any neck pain or disability in the previous six months.

According to table 1, the likelihood for an individual in this cohort to suffer from neck pain of any grade in the first year can be estimated to 10 % for men and about 17 % for women.

The vast majority developed mild (grade I) or moderate (grade II) pain. About one percent of men and a half percent of women developed disabling pain during one year.

To judge if a person’s neck pain at a time after a whiplash trauma (i.e. one year) is caused by the trauma or not, one must compare the likelihood that the whiplash pain will remain at that time with the likelihood that pain would emerge within this time for some other reason.

The prognosis of WAD varies considerably according to the literature. The Swedish Whiplash Commission noted that about five to ten percent of WAD patients will develop significant chronic pain [41]. These percentages and those presented in table 1 make it possible to assess if the whiplash trauma or something else is the most probable cause (Appendix).

Discussion

Medical judgments should be based on scientific evidence and proven experience. The major obstacle that prevents a correct assessments of the relationship between an accident and its consequence is lack of knowledge. This lack relates to the accident itself, the injuries caused by the accident, the associated symptoms, their development, and their impact on the ability to work. This means disciplines, which are not familiar to many, like biomechanics and forensic medicine. Uncertainty about how causality is to be assessed regarding inconvenience after traffic accidents has led to the establishment of a specific discipline – forensic biomechanics. The term has been used more frequently since it was presented in 2005 [42]. The Journal of Forensic Biomechanics has monitored the subject since 2010 [43].

Legal disputes about the causal link between an accident and later medical problems often involve medical representatives of the injured person and medical advisors to the insurance company. It is natural that treating physicians will support their patients, because medical treatment is based upon trust. Doctors hired by insurance companies can be tempted to assess an injury claim to the insurance company’s benefit as this benefits the company and the doctor’s continued involvement with the company. Thus, there is a risk of undue loyalty for both the medical expert of the injured person and the insurance company’s medical advisor. There may also be ignorance of facts in both groups, which could be explained by unhealthy loyalty to established opinions that have existed for a long time. Both categories should consider what causality means and what conditions apply when assessing the cause of an inconvenience after a traffic accident. Also society institutions need to know what matters in disputes about relationships in these matters.

Table 1: The one-year incidence of spontaneous pain of specified grades for men and women, according to Coté et al. [40].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade of pain</th>
<th>Men (n=271)</th>
<th>Women (n=242)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-V (any grade)</td>
<td>10 (6.4-13.5)</td>
<td>16.9 (12.2-21.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>7 (4.0-10.0)</td>
<td>16.1 (11.5-20.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>1.8 (0.6-4.2)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.0-2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III-IV (disabling)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.2-3.2)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.0-2.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Biomechanics is the study of the mechanical structures and the function of biological systems. Impact biomechanics is a subgroup that analyzes what happens in the body during a collision. Forensic medicine is a science that apply medical knowledge to answer specific questions of law, like the cause of an injury. Forensic biomechanics – a branch of forensic medicine – has evolved during the last decade. So far, this discipline has mostly been used by insurance companies in lawsuits in order to dispute the plaintiff’s arguments of causality. However, the same knowledge can be used by the plaintiff in order to prove causality.

The biomechanical literature has not yet defined the outer limits of what loads a human body can tolerate. Nor has it defined the lower limits. In fact, this is impossible, because all humans are different, and every accident has unique determinants. Besides, the injury limit cannot be specified for every possible load. Therefore, causality can only be determined in relative terms. This means one must compare the probability of every possible explanation for the outcome.

The criterion 1a implies that bodily injury may be caused by the event. It does not imply that an injury must occur in all similar events. Biologic plausibility only pertains to whether an outcome can possibly result from an exposure, and is unrelated to the rate or frequency of the outcome. Evidence of low incidence is not evidence of biologic implausibility. People who underestimate or deny the risk of injury in low energy impacts often refer to experimental tests and selected studies on real accidents.

There are several reasons why experimental tests cannot be used to establish injury thresholds. The first is logical: it is not possible to define thresholds for zero risk. Another reason is that people injured in real car crashes are more vulnerable than those taking part in various experimental tests. Car occupants’ sitting posture are seldom perfect, so they are often exposed to asymmetric loads. Furthermore, factors like degenerative spinal changes increase the vulnerability.

Thus, it is reasonable to argue that the risk of injury is low below a certain limit, but it is not zero. In fact, there is important differences between simulated collisions in experimental tests and real accidents. The impact direction, the occupant’s posture during the crash and his/her pathophysiological characteristics are also important. According to basic mechanical laws, an asymmetrical load will cause a more unfavorable stress/strain distribution in the spine than a symmetric one. Thus, collisions that are not pure rear or frontal entail a greater injury risk, like rear or frontal collisions do when the occupant’s head is turned.

Many attempts have been made to prove that chronic WAD very seldom results from car crashes, the most notorious perhaps being a study from Lithuania, published in The Lancet by Schrader et al. [44]. That study received justified criticism by several scientists [45]. It was too small and it was based on accidents reported by police, not on those who sought medical advice after the accident. It could not possibly discover differences between the outcome for injured car occupants and controls. A similar investigation by the same group also failed to demonstrate such a difference for the same reasons [46].

Another group published an interesting experimental study on “placebo rear–end collisions” in 2001 [47]. In fact, there was no collision. The vehicle was just released on an inclined ramp when a crash noise was heard. About 20 % of the subjects reported neck symptoms after the “crash”, and most of these showed greater emotional instability according to the Freiburger Personality Inventory. This study has been taken as a proof that minor collisions cannot cause WAD. However, it is rather evidence that minor collisions may cause symptoms, because “placebo” collisions can. And – what is more important – some people are more vulnerable because of factors that increase the injury risk like degenerative changes of the spine and/or psychological characteristics.

The criterion 1b relates to the sensitivity of diagnostic methods, which normally means radiological investigations. As was shown in the study by Jónsson et al. [17], minor skeletal injuries are very seldom detected. Thus, it is almost impossible to exclude them. One other and important reason is that CT and MRI scans are taken with the patient in the lying position. Instability due to ligament injuries between adjacent vertebrae is more difficult to detect in the lying position, because the influence of gravity is reduced. There are methods and technique for examination of the body in the erect position, but these are used only in a few countries. So far, such upright examinations are not accepted by many. This is difficult to understand, because a disk protrusion or bony spur that impinges on a nerve root or the spinal cord in the upright position but not supine would give important information. This is a problem not only for medical advisors of insurance companies but also for the medical profession.

The criterion 1c implies that the symptoms after the trauma must be a biologically possible or reasonable (plausible) consequence of the trauma. Reasonable or plausible means more or less likely, but not impossible. One unexpected case is enough to disprove the impossible. The difficulty is to estimate the probability for such a consequence for each possible cause.

This means that symptoms that deviate from the “Traumatic Principle” should not always be judged as if they were not caused by a trauma. If so, all who develop increasing or varying pain after an initial peak would be disqualified. The term plausible is misleading, as it might implicate that deviation from the most plausible or probable course should prove an alternate explanation. WAD symptoms vary by time, and some may increase due to factors described above.

The criterion 2a implies that symptoms must start within a few days. It is usually so, and many patients seek medical care within hours because they feel some pain and stiffness in the neck. In most cases, no objective signs of injury are documented that require further medical investigations, and a good prognosis is assured. Next day, the victim often awakes with a stiff neck and headache. This is not surprising, since the muscular response to whiplash injury does not occur until several hours later. Hopefully, this was explained at the initial...
medical examination, but many patients do not remember all
details in the acute stage.

The criterion 2b has mostly been strictly interpreted, i.e. injury symptoms decrease continuously after an initial maximum. This is also the typical pattern for the major part with minor symptoms – perhaps 90 %. These cases almost never provide any difficulties. The other 10 %, with varying or increasing symptoms, often face considerable difficulties when they are judged by the medical advisors of insurance companies. These advisors often refer to the “Traumatic Principle” as if a deviant development never would occur after an injury. However, one must realize that this principle only refers to the mean or median value by time for all injured – not for a specific case. In fact, the development of post traumatic pain varies between each individual. If this is not recognized, many WAD patients will be misjudged, perhaps all these 10 %.

The criterion 3 implies that there must not be any more likely other explanation of the symptoms. There are several possible other explanations like rheumatoid arthritis, tumors, infections, etcetera, but they are rare. In most cases, the cause is unknown, or attributed to degenerative changes. This is not surprising, because spinal pain is common as well as degenerative changes.

The bone and joint decade 2000–2010 task force on neck pain and its associated disorders identified 469 studies on incidence and risk factors for neck pain [48]. Nine of these were rated as scientifically admissible for inclusion in a best evidence synthesis, regarding incidence rates for neck pain in the general population [40,49–56]. According to these, the one year incidence for activity-limiting neck pain ranged from 1.7 % to 11.5 %. There were variations in population, setting, inclusion/exclusion criteria, method of ascertainment, and case definition. The study by Côté et al., [40] is the only one that investigated the incidence of neck pain of disabling pain in the general population. A similar study has not been published so far.

Degenerative spinal changes may impinge on nerve roots or the spinal cord and cause various symptoms like rhizopathy and weakness. If they don’t affect nerve tissue they quite seldom cause severe pain, however. More often, they cause stiffness and reduced mobility of the affected spinal segments.

Degenerative spinal disorders are often considered to be the cause of neck pain following an accident. This might be true, but there are some important circumstances and conditions which should be clarified before such a conclusion is made. One has to consider and answer the following questions. The first can be divided in two parts.

1. Are there reasonable grounds to believe that degenerative changes increase the risk of problems after a whiplash trauma?
   a. Can degenerative changes increase the risk of injury?
   b. Can degenerative changes increase the risk of late symptoms after an injury?

2. Would the neck pain emerge without the accident?
   The answer to I. a. is yes. This is so, because degenerative changes of spinal elements make these more vulnerable, as degenerative changes do for joints in other parts of the body like the knee. Degenerative changes of vertebral disks and intervertebral joints also make them less resilient to external loads and less mobile, and this will reduce the amount of energy that can be absorbed.

   There is also an increased risk of injury to nerve tissue close to degenerated structures, like nerve roots passing through the intervertebral foramina, encroached by bone spurs from uncovertebral and intervertebral joints.

   The answer to I. b. is also yes. Degeneration of joint cartilage can also change the pattern of movement of joints and cause instability due to ligament laxity until the stabilizing process of degeneration has compensated for this. There is also other possibilities, i.e. bleeding around nerve sleeves after a great stretch of the brachial plexus.

   Question II is often answered with yes by medical advisors of insurance companies. Perhaps this is because they do not understand or deny what follows from statistical analyses. This is explained in more detail in the appendix, which also contains some examples.

**Final Remarks and Conclusions**

To determine causality can be difficult, even for the skilled. Paradoxical relationships between the crash severity and the injury risk hamper the assessment. No limit can be assessed, below which an injury cannot occur. Diagnostic tools are too crude for minor injuries that may cause symptoms later. Variation of symptoms, depending on valid factors that are rarely taken into account is a rule in WAD patients seeking compensation. Degenerative changes are often given as an explanation for the final condition. In fact, such changes will increase the injury risk, but this is not recognized. Causality should be based on correct analyses. Proof should not be based on studies that deny that WAD is a reality.

These circumstances should bring attention to the difficulties that WAD patients face in health care and insurance evaluations. Hopefully, knowledge, understanding, and acceptance will solve the dilemma these victims have experienced since a long time.

**Appendix**

The probability for an event to occur is denoted by P. P may take any value from 0 (cannot happen) to 1 (will always happen). Let us denote the probability for an individual to develop chronic pain after a whiplash trauma P(WAD). This can be compared with the probability for an individual, who has not been injured, to have similar problems for another reason, e.g. degenerative changes. Let us denote this P(not WAD). That P(not WAD) is greater than P(WAD) does not mean that the neck problems occurred for another reason.
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It is important to distinguish between probability and causality. In assessments of causality, the probability for explanation A might be compared with the probability for explanation B. One common mistake, when trying to estimate causation, is to use raw prevalence or incidence data, i.e. to compare the occurrence or appearance of residual pain after a whiplash trauma with that of spontaneous neck pain in the population. The following example shows what could happen if these entities are not used correctly.

**Example 1: The mistake of comparing probabilities and not conditional probabilities.**

1. **Comparing probabilities**

   **Explanation A. Neck pain after a traffic accident:** About 19 000 persons reported neck problems after road traffic accidents in Sweden (almost 10 million inhabitants) in 2008. Thus, the probability for a randomly selected person in Sweden to have neck problems after a road traffic accident can be estimated to 19 000 of 10 million, or approximately 0.002 per year.

   **Explanation B. Spontaneous neck pain:** About 80% of the population will suffer from neck or back problems at some point in life [57]. Let us assume that one third will have neck problems, life expectancy is 80 years, neck symptoms are very rare before the age of 20, and the incidence per year is constant. The probability for a randomly selected individual, between 20 and 80 years of age, to suffer from neck disorders during the following year can then be estimated to

   $$(80/100)*(1/3)*1/(80-20) = 0.004.$$  

   If we compare these two probabilities (0.002 and 0.004) we find that the probability for degenerative neck disorders is twice as great as that for neck problems after a traffic accident. This leads to the conclusion that a car accident is less likely a cause of neck problems than age-related changes.

   The conclusion is wrong, because the choice is not random when we want to determine if some person will have neck problems one year after a car accident. We have a person who sustained neck problems at the accident, i.e. we have a particular condition.

   Instead, we must compare the probability for this particular individual to suffer from long-standing problems after a traffic accident, with the likelihood that the symptoms are due to something else, for example age-related degenerative changes. This will be shown in the following example.

1. **Comparing conditional probabilities**

   The great majority of individuals who report initial neck pain after a whiplash trauma will recover completely within a few months, and 5-10 % will have permanent neck problems [41]. We assume that 5 % will have permanent problems after one year. Thus, out of 1 000 individuals, who report initial neck problems after a car accident, 50 will have permanent problems, and 950 will not.

   Out of 1 000 individuals, who have been exposed to a whiplash mechanism in a car crash without injury, some will have neck problems within one year due to degenerative changes and not to the accident, like those who have not been involved in an accident. We assume that this probability is the same as in the previous example, i.e. 0.004.

   In order to assess whether the neck problems after a year is due to an accident or not, the following analysis should be made. Table 2 illustrates the distribution of 2 000 persons who had been exposed to a whiplash mechanism. Half of them had initial neck symptoms. The other half had no initial symptoms, but they developed neck pain due to other causes, like degenerative changes, within a year.

   When comparing the conditional probabilities \(P(B/A)\) and \(P(B/not A)\), we find that neck problems after a year in those who had initial neck symptoms is much more likely \((P = 0.050)\) compared with those without initial neck problems \((P = 0.004)\). The ratio of these two numbers is 12.5. This means that for individuals, with initial neck symptoms that persist one year later, the accident is 12.5 times more likely the cause than other causes.

**Example 2: A diagnostic code problem**

A woman, 40 years old, sustained a whiplash trauma in a car accident. Her previous medical history was unremarkable, although she had suffered from neck pain for some weeks three years earlier. The initial radiographs showed no signs of injury, only moderate degenerative changes between the sixth and seventh vertebrae (C6–C7), with a bulging disk constricting the right intervertebral foramen. She was on sick leave for two months after the accident and returned to work after that, in spite of some residual pain. She managed to work for almost ten months, but the neck pain got worse during periods, and sometimes there were also radiating pain and numbness in the right arm and the middle fingers. Finally she could not work at all. What diagnosis would you enter on the sick note as her physician one year after the accident?

The physician has two options (at least). One is the diagnosis codes for WAD (a cervico-brachial syndrome in this case), due to the accident one year earlier (M53.1; T91.8; S13.4; V43.5). The second is the diagnosis code for nerve root symptoms caused
by degenerative changes of the cervical disk, without reference to a previous injury (M50.1). This makes a clear difference. The first diagnoses carry a right to full compensation, but not the other one. Further, and more serious is that the insurance company may use the second diagnosis as a proof that her inability to work after one year is not caused by the accident.

What could be made to justify the first diagnosis (WAD) before the other (nerve dysfunction because of a degenerative process of the cervical spine)? For those, who know the patient’s history well and who arranges for thorough follow-ups during the first months, the risk of misjudgment is low. For other, the choice is more random, but the information presented in the previous paragraph can be used as a guidance.

On one hand; the probability that a person, injured in a whiplash trauma, will suffer from disabling pain one year later is 5 - 10 %. Women have a worse prognosis. Therefore, the probability that a women will suffer from disabling pain one year after a whiplash trauma is at least 5 %. On the other hand; the probability that a woman will suffer from disabling neck pain, which emerged during one year, without a specific reason is maximum 0.4 % (Table 1). By just comparing these probabilities, we can conclude that the accident is more likely the cause of pain than the degenerative process of the C6–C7 disk. The accident is at least ten times more probable, if no other factors are considered. Are there any other factors? What would be the case if the disk degeneration was in progress at the time of accident?

There is no obvious answer to that question, based on the information given so far. However, there is evidence that spinal degenerative changes, visible on radiographs, are usually not related to spinal pain [57]. There is also evidence that degenerative changes increase the vulnerability of involved and adjacent structures [58]. In addition, the study [9], demonstrated a significant relationship between the incidence of degenerative changes constricting root canals, and the development of whiplash related disorders with neurological signs. There is also evidence that degenerative changes occur significantly more frequently in patients who had sustained soft tissue injuries than in a control population [11].

These circumstances all indicate that the accident caused the injury and the later problems in this example. The complete diagnostic codes should be M53.1; T91.8; S13.4; V43.5.

Example 3: The Lithuanian studies

The incidence of chronic neck pain (defined as neck pain more than seven days per month) was 8.4 %, one to three years after car collisions according to the Lithuanian study [44]. The incidence of chronic neck pain for the controls was 6.9 %. The difference was not statistically significant, so the authors concluded that there was no difference between injured subjects and controls. The figures are interesting, as they are quite similar to those presented by Côté et al. in the Sascatchewan study [40]. In that study, the spontaneous one year neck pain incidence for men/women, respectively, were 10 %/17 % for neck pain of “any grade”, 7 %/16 % for neck pain of “grade I”, and 1.8 %/0.4 % for neck pain of “grade II”. Thus, the incidence of neck pain (without reference to the cause) in Lithuania looks like the incidence of spontaneous neck pain in Sascatchewan. And that is what it should be, according to the criticism that followed [45].

In order to compare the probability for residual pain a certain time after a neck injury with the probability for spontaneous neck pain in a population, one must use subjects with neck injuries that may lead to prolonged problems. A way of doing this is to study those who seek medical care for the injury. In Göteborg, Sweden, that group was just about five percent of all car occupants involved in car accidents with or without neck complaints after the event [59]. Of these five percent, only one tenth developed chronic neck problems. Another Swedish study [60], which included two control groups, showed almost a three-fold risk for residual neck–shoulder problems seven years after a rear–end impact compared with people not involved in car accidents. So, if Schrader et al. [44], wanted to study the prognosis of WAD, they should have used a ten times greater cohort. They did the same mistake in their later study [46].
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